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For so many, the hardest part about getting a Tarot reading is figuring out what you want to ask. While
there's nothing wrong with a general reading for some insight and direction, having a specific question
or area of focus allows for a more in-depth answer and course of action.

Why is how we word our question important?
The words we choose are important because they express our intent; words have power.

Are questions that don't follow these tips bad questions?
Not at all! This guide was created to help seekers get most out of a Tarot reading. At the end of the
day, what matters most is that you are comfortable with the question, and the reader is comfortable
answering it. Every Tarot reader is different, and it's important to find one who you vibe with well.

Whether you're a seeker or a reader, I hope these tips and bonus list of questions help you in your quest
to learn about yourself, your situations, and your journey forward.
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Tip One: Make Your Question Active in Nature
Quick Tips

Life

doesn’t

simply

happen

to

us.

To

start

asking

great

questions, we must first realize that we are active participants

Replace will with what can I do....

in our lives. Every day we make choices that influence our
journey. You are not the victim of life - take responsibility.

Try how in place of when.
A question that focuses on learning, empowering, and taking

Instead of a specific date, use

action

when to represent an action that

gives

options,

must first take place.

you

and

insight

allows

on

you

how

to

to

make

proceed.
informed

It

gives

you

decisions

to

manifest what you want.

Take a Look at These Examples
Question: When will l get a new job?
Possible Answers: Aug 23 - Sep 22nd (Virgo season), in eight years
Timing techniques aside, the answer here is finite - a date range, a season
or a period of time. Say someone gets this answer, and doesn't make any
effort to update their resume, improve their skills, or go on interviews. By
asking

an

inactive

question,

we're

accepting

life

as

it

comes,

leaving

opportunities to get what we want to chance.

Revised Question: How can I find a new job?
Possible Answer: Invest time in yourself. Work

on honing your current skills

so that you can pad that resume. Take a new class or certification program
to improve your level of expertise. Show your hard work and dedication. Go
into interviews with a background knowledge of the position and company.
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Question: Will I find love?
Answer: Yes
With yes as the answer, it's easy to stop trying, and to stop putting yourself
out there. If you're not longer making an effort, the possibility of finding love
decreases drastically. What if the answer was no? Would you believe you've
been sentenced to a life of solitude? It's up to you to make things happen.

Revised Question: How can I find love?
Answer: Be available, and open. Communicate, and express yourself from
the heart. Most importantly, share yourself with others - let them know who
you are, and what you are about. Foster deep connections, and get to
know

someone

before

deciding

whether

partner. Let them know you're interested.
LUMINA TAROT ©2015 INNER HUE
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or

not

they'd

make

an

ideal

Tip Two: Get to the Point - Be Specific
I often tell people seeking a Tarot reading that vague questions result in vague answers. If you really
want to get to the heart of a matter, be specific in what you're asking. Remember, your intention is
important, and the best way to clearly communicate that intention is in how you word your question.

Not all Tarot readers are psychic. Being specific and getting to the point of what you want to know will
help the reader determine how to best interpret the cards. Leaving out key details leads to assumptions,
and while the messages are still valid, the focus may not be what you were looking for.

Take a Look at This Example
Take a Look at These Examples

Question: How is my relationship?

Consider this question for a moment - what could go wrong in a reading if this is all you asked?

Relationship with whom? Are you asking because you're struggling and want to know what to do? Do you
just want to hear that your relationship is great and smooth sailing from here on out? Without being more
specific, the Knight of Cups suggests a partnership that is heavy on romance and charm. You share your
feelings, and have a deep, emotional connection.

However, if your relationship is struggling, this card could mean more
romance is needed. Maybe you aren't communicating clearly, and
taking things the wrong way. Maybe you're being too sensitive, or
not

sensitive

enough.

It

could

be

a

third

suitor

offering

you

everything you think you want and more.

Without specifications, the interpretation could go so many ways!
Help your reader and yourself by asking what you want to know.

Revised Question: What does my relationship with my partner need?
Possible Answer: Romance, and deeper emotional intimacy. Be open
with one another. Communicate how you're feeling. Let them sweep
you off your feet, and don't forget to do the same.
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Brainstorming Session
Think of a question you've been wanting to ask the cards. How can you make it more specific? What do
you really want to know? Where are you hoping this insight leads you?

__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Tip Three: Put Yourself in Power
We are naturally inclined to wonder what other people are thinking or feeling. It's common to have the
desire to pry into the lives of those around us. However, Tarot works best when focused inwards. Asking
about someone else leads to assumption and speculation. How does that ever help? If you want to know
how someone feels about you, ask them, not the cards.

Put yourself in the position of power. Make yourself the focus so you can receive advice on what you can
do to better your situation. Remember, you are in charge of your life. You can't control how other people
think, feel, or react. Don't give your power away. Take it into your own hands!

Take a Look at These Examples

Practice Time

Question: Why is Sarah acting cold towards me?

With these tips in mind, take a look at

While this question is good because it speifically defines the

the questions below and see how you

issue (the seeker feeling that Sarah is being cold), it puts

might reword them to get a more

Sarah in control, and makes the seeker the victim.

insightful reading.

There are two sides in every relationship, but the only side

Question: Will I find a new place to live?
Revision:

you have power over is your own. Put yourself in Sarah's
position.

How

would

you

feel

if

a

third

party

was

giving

advice on your feelings without your knowledge or presence?

Revised Question:

Question: Why didn't my boss give me
What

obstacles

am

I

facing

in

my

relationship with Sarah? How can I improve my relationship

the promotion?

Revision:

with Sarah?

Question: What is he thinking?
This type of question comes up frequently - and I get it. It's

Question: When will things get better?
Revision:

hard to open up, move forward, or move on when you don't
know how someone is feeling about you.

However, you can't control anyone's thoughts but your own.
To get an insightful Tarot reading, ask about the relationship,

Question: What does Bob think I did?
Revision:

itself, or what you can do to make a difference.

Revised Question:
relationship

with

What

(name)?

do

I

What

need
is

to

the

know

about

potential

of

my
my

relationship with (name)? How can I encourage (name) to

Question: Is there a future with Alex?
Revision:

open up / talk more?
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75 Questions to Ask
Your Tarot Cards
Questions For Personal Development & Healing
What do I need to know about the path I’m currently on?
What are my strengths and how can I best use them?
What are my weaknesses and how can I improve on them?
What area of my life should I focus on?
What about myself do I need to acknowledge?
What obstacles/challenges am I currently facing and how I can move beyond them?
What do I need more/less of in my live?
What can I do to be happier/healthier?
In what ways am I hurting myself and how do I move forward?
Why am I feeling trapped/stuck in (area of life)?
Why do I feel (feeling) about (situation)?
What can I do to overcome (feeling/situation)?
How can I be a better friend/partner?
What can I do to better understand/love myself?
How can I heal and move on from (situation)?
How can I learn to trust/love more?
How do I improve my self-confidence/self-worth?
How can I best cope with my fear/anxiety?
How can I bring more creativity into my life?
What can I do to take better care of myself?
How can I learn to communicate better (with name)?

Questions For Achieving Goals
How can I achieve my goal?
What do I need to know about my current goal?
What can help me succeed in achieving my goal?
What obstacles are currently in my way and how do I remove them?
What are the positives of pursuing my goal?
What are the drawbacks of pursuing my goal?
How can I decide which goal to focus on?
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75 Questions to Ask
Your Tarot Cards
Questions For Finding Love
What can I do to help myself find love?
How do I make myself open/available for a new romantic relationship?
What is holding me back from finding a partner?
What about me is attractive to potential partners?
What is turning potential partners off/away?
What habits/patterns from the past do I need to release to find new love?
What type of partner should I be looking for?
What kind of relationship should I be looking for?

Questions For Relationships
What is the overall energy of my relationship with (name)?
What potential does a relationship with (name) have?
What do I need to know about my relationship with (name)?
How do I improve/strengthen my relationship with (name)?
What does my relationship with (name) currently need?
What is hurting my relationship with (name)?
What are the strengths of my relationship with (name)?
What is lacking in my relationship with (name)?
What challenges am I facing in my relationship with (name)?
What needs to change in my relationship with (name)?
What do I need more of in my relationship with (name)?
What is the most likely outcome of my relationship with (name)?
What do I/my partner bring to the relationship?
What do I take for granted in my relationship with (name)?
Where am I being taken for granted in my relationships/relationship with (name)?
How can I show my partner that I care/love them?
How do I handle my partner’s/friend’s habit/situation?
How can I make amends with (name)?
How can I better understand (name)?
How do I forgive (name)?
What can I do to make more friends?
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75 Questions to Ask
Your Tarot Cards
Questions For Making Decisions
How do I decide between (choice A), (choice B), etc?
What are the pros and cons of (choice A) and (choice B)?
How do I truly feel about (choice A)? How about (choice B)?
What is the most likely outcome of (choice A)? (Choice B)?
Do this / Don’t do this

Questions For Career and Finances
What do I need to know about finding a new job?
What do I need to know going into this interview?
How can I increase the likelihood of being hired for this job?
What can I do to increase my chances of getting a promotion/new job?
Why was I not a good fit for the job?
What is the potential for myself in my current career?
What strengths do I bring to my career/company and how can I best utilize them?
What can I do to increase my work performance?
What areas of my work life need improvement?
How can I improve my work/life balance?
What do I need to know about my current financial situation?
What can I do to improve my current financial situation?
How can I manifest/bring more money into my life?

Notes

STAY CONNECTED:
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